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Abstract
The vulnerability of automatic speaker verification systems to spoofing is now well accepted. While recent work
has shown the potential to develop countermeasures capable of detecting spoofed speech signals, existing solutions typically function well only for specific attacks on
which they are optimised. Since the exact nature of spoofing attacks can never be known in practice, there is thus
a need for generalised countermeasures which can detect
previously unseen spoofing attacks. This paper presents a
novel countermeasure based on the analysis of speech signals using local binary patterns followed by a one-class
classification approach. The new countermeasure captures
differences in the spectro-temporal texture of genuine and
spoofed speech, but relies only on a model of the former. We
report experiments with three different approaches to spoofing and with a state-of-the-art i-vector speaker verification
system which uses probabilistic linear discriminant analysis
for intersession compensation. While a support vector machine classifier is tuned with examples of converted voice,
it delivers reliable detection of spoofing attacks using synthesized speech and artificial signals, attacks for which it is
not optimised.

1. Introduction
In the context of biometric authentication, spoofing
refers to the presentation of a falsified or manipulated trait
to the sensor of a biometric system in order to provoke a
high score and illegitimate acceptance. Unless the biometric system is equipped with appropriate spoofing countermeasures, this threat is common to all biometric modalities.
For example, face recognition systems can be spoofed with
a photograph [1], whereas fingerprint recognition systems
can be spoofed with a fake, gummy finger [2].
Automatic speaker verification (ASV) systems are also
vulnerable to spoofing attacks with varying degrees of so-

phistication. Impersonation [3, 4], replayed speech [5, 6],
synthesised speech [7, 8], voice conversion [9–12] and artificial signals [13] have all been shown to provoke significant increases in the false acceptance rate of state-of-the-art
ASV systems. More often than not, authentication performance is then comparable to that expected by chance.
Recently the research community has started to investigate spoofing actively. Although there is one notable exception in face recognition [14], due to the novelty of such
work there are currently no standard large-scale datasets,
protocols or metrics for the evaluation of spoofing countermeasures. In consequence, it is still common practice
for countermeasures to be developed using closed, purposecollected datasets and, more critically, often with full prior
knowledge of the spoofing attack. This assumption is unrealistic; in practice the spoofing attack can never be known
and then the performance of existing countermeasures in
practical scenarios is unknown.
Recent work shows the potential impact of using prior
knowledge. For instance, de Freitas Pereira et al. [15]
showed that state-of-the-art spoofing countermeasures for
face recognition do not generalise well to forms of spoofing not considered during development. Similar behaviour
can be expected in speaker recognition. Countermeasures
based on phase [16–18] and prosodic features [19, 20] can
be used very successfully to detect voice conversion and
speech synthesis attacks. It is likely, however, that they will
be overcome by the particular approach to voice conversion
investigated in [11] which modifies only the spectral slope
of a speech utterance while retaining the original phase and
pitch of the original, genuine speech signal. Spoofing thus
remains very much an open problem.
This paper reports our work to develop a generalised
countermeasure for speaker recognition. New contributions
are two-fold. First, we introduce a new feature for spoofing detection based on the analysis of conventional speech
parameterisations using Local Binary Patterns (LBPs) [21]
and second, we present the first one-class classification
approach to ASV spoofing detection. Experiments using

a state-of-the-art i-vector / probabilistic linear discriminant analysis (PLDA) ASV system and three different approaches to spoofing show that the new system is less dependent on prior knowledge; while the countermeasure is
optimised for the detection of converted voice, it is also effective in detecting synthesized speech and artificial signals.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Spoofing attacks and the new countermeasure are presented
in Sections 2 and 3, respectively. Experimental work is described in Section 4. Our conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2. Spoofing attacks
In this section we describe our approach to voice conversion, speech synthesis and attacks with artificial signals.

2.1. Voice Conversion
All work involving voice conversion was performed with
our own implementation of the approach originally proposed in [11]. It was developed to test the limits of ASV
when the vocal tract information in the speech signal of a
spoofer is converted towards that of another, target person.
At the frame level, the speech signal of a spoofer denoted
by y(t) is filtered in the spectral domain as follows:
Y ′ (f ) =

|Hx (f )|
Y (f )
|Hy (f )|

(1)

where Hx (f ) and Hy (f ) are the vocal tract transfer functions of the targeted speaker and the spoofer respectively.
Y (f ) is the spoofer’s speech signal whereas Y ′ (f ) denotes
the result after voice conversion. As such, y(t) is mapped
or converted towards the target speaker in a spectral-slope
sense. As we show later, this is sufficient to overcome most
ASV systems.
Hx (f ) is determined from a set of two Gaussian mixture models (GMMs). The first, denoted as the automatic
speaker recognition (asr) model in the original work, is related to ASV feature space and utilized for the calculation
of a posteriori probabilities whereas the second, denoted as
the filtering (fil) model, is a tied model of linear predictive
cepstral coding (LPCC) coefficients from which Hx (f ) is
derived. LPCC filter parameters are obtained according to:
xf il =

M
X

i
p(gasr
|yasr )µif il

2.2. Speech synthesis
Spoofing attacks with speech synthesis were implemented using the hidden Markov model (HMM)-based
Speech Synthesis System (HTS)1 and the specific approach
described in [24]. Parameterisations include STRAIGHT
(Speech Transformation and Representation using Adaptive Interpolation of weiGHTed spectrum) features, Melcepstrum coefficients and the logarithm of the fundamental frequency (log F0 ) along with their delta and acceleration coefficients. Acoustic spectral characteristics and
duration probabilities are modeled using multispace distribution hidden semi-Markov models (MSD-HSMM) [25].
Speaker dependent excitation, spectral and duration models are adapted from corresponding independent models according to a speaker adaptation strategy referred to as constrained structural maximum a posteriori linear regression
(CSMAPLR) [26]. Finally, time domain signals are synthesized using a vocoder based on Mel-logarithmic spectrum approximation (MLSA) filters. They correspond to
STRAIGHT Mel-cepstral coefficients and are driven by a
mixed excitation signal and waveforms reconstructed using
the pitch synchronous overlap add (PSOLA) method [27].

2.3. Artificial signals
Artificial signal attacks are based on the algorithm reported in [13]. It is based on a modification of the voice
conversion algorithm presented in Section 2.1.
Let S = {c1 , ..., cn } be a short sequence of consecutive
speech frames selected from an utterance of the targeted
speaker. The algorithm seeks a new sequence of speech
frames S ∗ which maximises the score of a given ASV system and thus the potential for spoofing.
Each frame c(t) belonging to S is initially transformed
in the frequency domain with voice conversion where we
now have:
C ′ (f ) =

|Hc∗ (f )|
C(f )
|Hc (f )|

(3)

Optimisation is then applied to identify a set of filters
HS∗ = {Hc∗1 (f ), Hc∗2 (f ), ..., Hc∗n (f )}. Instead of estimating each filter independently using Equation 2, however, the
set of filters is jointly optimized using a genetic algorithm.
Full details are presented in [13].

(2)

i=1
i
|yasr ) is the a posteriori probability of Gauswhere p(gasr
i
sian component gasr
given the frame yasr and µif il is the
i
i
. Hx (f ) is estimean of component gf il which is tied to gasr
mated from xf il using an LPCC-to-LPC transformation and
a time-domain signal is synthesized from converted frames
with a standard overlap-add technique. Full details can be
found in [11, 22, 23].

3. LBP spoofing countermeasure
In common with all previous work in spoofing countermeasures for ASV, that reported in this paper is conducted
with full prior knowledge of a single, specific spoofing attack, namely voice conversion. The paper also reports the
first work in speaker verification to assess the generality
1 http://hts.sp.nitech.ac.jp/

Figure 1. Application of uniform LBP analysis to a cepstrogram to obtain the so-called textrogram. Non-uniform patterns are discarded
and normalised histograms of the remaining uniform LBPs in each row are concatenated to form the new anti-spoofing feature.

of countermeasures to unseen spoofing attacks. Here we
also assess countermeasure performance in detecting attacks with synthesized speech and artificial signals. No
knowledge of these algorithms was used intentionally during development.

3.1. LBP features
Based on our previous work [28], we hypothetise that
genuine speech can be distinguished from spoofed speech
according to differences in the spectro-temporal ‘texture’.
The motivation stems from the assumption that, while
lower-level spectral representations can be synthesized with
relative ease, higher-level, longer-term spectro-termporal
information is considerably more difficult to spoof. The
new countermeasure reported in this paper is based on
the application of a standard approach to texture analysis
known as Local Binary Patterns [21].
As illustrated in Figure 1, LBP analysis is applied to a
2-dimensional ‘image’ of a speech utterance, where here
the image is a cepstrogram formed from the concatenation of traditional cepstral features, including standard velocity and acceleration features. LBPs are determined for
each pixel in the cepstrogram using any appropriate LBP
operator, thus resulting in a new matrix of reduced dynamic range, here referred to as a ‘textrogram’. The dimensions of the textrogram are determined by the number
of components in each feature vector and the duration of the
speech signal. The textrogram captures short-time, spectrotemporal feature motion beyond that in conventional dynamic parametrizations.
Classification of speech utterances as either genuine
speech or spoofed speech is based upon a new set of features extracted from the textrogram. A histrogram of LBPs
is constructed for each row of the textrogram. The set
of histograms are independently normalised and the new
anti-spoofing feature is formed from the concatenation of
each histogram into a single super-vector. Example cepstrograms (left) and textograms (right) are illustrated in
Figurer̃effig:LBPexamples for both genuine speech (top)

and a spoofed attack through voice voice conversion (bottom). While a certain level of smoothing is detectable in
the cepstrograms, differences in the textrograms are more
pronounced (although not immediately obvious by eye) and
point to the potential of the new approach to detect spoofing.

3.2. Classification and integration
The problem of generality in the context of multiple, unknown spoofing attacks has been investigated previously for
face recognition. Chingovska et al. [29] showed the benefit
of attack-optimised LBP-operators. Recent efforts to develop generalised countermeasures have accordingly investigated multi-class classifiers to deal with the variation in
possible attacks. Solutions to anti-spoofing then entail the
fusion of a number of binary classifiers where each classifier is optimised to detect a specific attack or spoofing indicator. The same technique may also be used to enhance
robustness to a single, specific attack e.g. the combination
of motion and texture analysis for face anti-spoofing [30].
Binary spoofing detectors are generally independent of
the biometric system and typically trained using both genuine data (negative samples) and examples of spoofed data
(positive samples). The main drawback of such an approach
is the over fitting to spoofing attacks seen in the training data
and thus the lack of generalization to attacks previously unseen [15]. While additional classifiers can be trained and
integrated when new attacks are identified, clearly this leads
to increased system complexity.
In comparison to some other biometric modalities,
spoofing and countermeasure research in ASV is far less advanced. While attacks from impersonation, replay, speech
synthesis and voice conversion are all known, there is a
high degree of variation in specific algorithms and there are
certainly other forms of attack yet to be identified. Current work in spoofing countermeasures for ASV thus optimistically biases results to known attacks and specific algorithms. While the true extent of spoofing in the context of
ASV is yet to be fully understood, and in any case, there is
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Figure 2. On the left: Example of concatenated feature vectors extracted from 193 consecutive speech frames (approximately 2 seconds of
continue speech) of real speech (above) and its converted version (below). On the right: uniform LBP operator applied to feature vectors.
Note that each ’image’ is comes from aprox. 2.5 min of speech (around 10000 frames)

thus a need for generalised countermesures.
Accordingly we have recently pursued a one-class classification approach to detect spoofing. One-class classifiers
differ from two-class and multi-class classifiers in that only
data from one class is used for training, and therefore classifiers are designed to distinguish between the one known
class and any other which is unseen during training. Applications of these classifiers are related to anomaly/outlier
detection. One class support vector machine (SVM) classifiers are usually preferred, where the idea is to minimize the
volume of the hypersphere which contains the training data.
In Section 4 we report experiments with this approach
to classification, among others. In all cases the proposed
countermeasure is integrated with the ASV system as an
independent post processing step, in equivalent fashion to
the work in [8, 17, 28].

4. Experimental work
Here we report experiments to assess the performance of
the new countermeasure using a state-of-the-art ASV system and public, standard datasets.

4.1. ASV systems
In previous work [28] we investigated the vulnerability
to spoofing of five different ASV systems, from a standard
GMM-UBM system to a GMM supervector linear kernel
(GSL) system, also combined with channel compensation
techniques such as nuisance attribute projection (NAP) and
Factor Analysis (FA). New to this contribution is the consideration of an i-vector system, the current state of the art
in speaker verification [31]. The i-vector system uses FA
to model session and speaker variability at the front-end by
means of a so-called total variability matrix. The setup in-

volves mixtures of 1024 Gaussian components and i-vectors
with 400 dimensions. The total variability matrix estimation and i-vector extraction is performed using the ALIZE
toolkit [32] and the LIA-RAL framework [33]. Unwanted
variability is handled through Probabilistic Linear Discriminant Analysis (PLDA) compensation [34] with length normalization [35].

4.2. Protocols and metrics
The male subset of the 2005 NIST Speaker Recognition Evaluation (NIST‘05) dataset is used for development
and the NIST‘06 dataset is used for evaluation. As in [28],
all experiments relate to the 8conv4w-1conv4w condition –
where one conversation provides an average of 2.5 minutes
of speech (one side of a 5 minute conversation). To ensure
no overlap between data used for ASV or countermeasure
development and data used for voice conversion, only one
of the 8 training conversations is ever used for the former
whereas the other 7 are set aside for learning voice conversion models.
Due to the significant amount of data necessary to estimate the total variability matrix T, the NIST‘06 dataset
was used as background data during development and the
NIST‘05 dataset was used during evaluation. In both cases
the background datasets were augmented with the NIST‘04
and NIST‘08 datasets. In both cases, matrices are estimated with approximately 11,000 utterances from 900
speakers, while independence between development and
evaluation experiments is always respected. Finally, speech
data used for UBM learning comes either from the NIST‘04
or NIST‘08 datasets depending on whether the resulting
GMM is used for ASV or for spoofing respectively.
As illustrated in Figure 1, standard NIST protocols dic-

Dataset
Speakers
Client tests
Impostor tests

NIST’05 (dev)
201
984
9862

NIST’06 (eval)
298
1344
12648

Table 1. Number of target and impostor trials in the development
and evaluation datasets.

tate in the order of 1,000 true client tests and 10,000 impostor tests for development and evaluation datasets. In all
spoofing experiments, both the number of true client tests
and impostor tests are the same as for the baseline, but the
speech samples of each impostor test are converted toward
the corresponding client model. Given the consideration of
spoofing, and without any specific, standard operating criteria under such a scenario, the equal error rate (EER) is preferred to the minimum detection cost function (minDCF)
for ASV assessment. The countermeasure is assessed independently of ASV, also in terms of EER. Also reported are
the false acceptance rate (FAR) for a fixed false rejection
rate (FRR) of 10%.

4.3. Spoofing attacks
The voice conversion system is identical to that described in [28], while for artificial signal generation we
adopted the setup reported in [36]. Speech synthesis attacks were implemented using the voice cloning toolkit2
with a default configuration. We used standard speakerindependent models provided with the toolkit which were
trained on the EMIME corpus [37]. Synthesized speech is
generated using the transcripts of the original impostor utterances.
While it is admittedly not representative of real scenarios, we assess countermeasure performance in a worst case
scenario, where the attacker/spoofer has full prior knowledge of the ASV system. Voice conversion and artificial
signal attacks thus use the same features used for ASV. We
do not consider this to be a significant weakness since we
note that other work has observed only minor differences in
vulnerability when the ASV systems used to effect spoofing
are different [23].

4.4. LBP countermeasure
LBP analysis is applied to cepstrograms composed of 51
coefficients: 16 LFCCs and energy plus their corresponding delta and delta-delta coefficients. Frame blocking is the
same as for ASV systems (although different frame lengths
do provide similar results). We take into account only those
frames determined to contain speech, i.e. those also used for
ASV.
2 http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/jyamagis/

software/page37/page37.html

We performed experiments with LBP4,1 , LBP8,1 ,
LBP8,2 , and LBP16,2 operators and their uniform versions using the LBP Matlab implementation made available by The University of Oulu3 . Our best results were
u2
obtained with a LBP8,1
operator considering only the 58
possible uniform patterns. Histograms of LBPs are created for all but the first and last frames, thereby obtaining a
58 × (51 − 2) = 2842 length feature vector.
We assess three different classifiers. In all cases attacks with speech synthesis and artificial signals represent
the universe of unknown attacks. For the first two, oneclass approaches, only converted voice was used for optimisation (tuning as opposed to training). The first classifier
is one-class4 , speaker-dependent approach whereby scores
correspond to the comparison of the LBP feature vector extracted from the input utterance to that of the target client
(from the ASV training dataset) using a histogram intersection kernel. The second classifier is a one-class, speakerindependent SVM approach where scores correspond to the
comparison of the input utterance to the set of LBP features
extracted from all utterances in the NIST‘04 and NIST‘08
datasets (approximately 8000 utterances). The third classifier is a two-class SVM where each of the two models are
trained on the same genuine speech as the second classifier
and the 9892 converted voice utterances in the development
set respectively. All SVM classifiers are implemented using
the LIBSVM5 library [38] and are tuned using only geunine
speech or converted voices in the development set.

4.5. Results
Here we report the performance of the baseline system,
the effect on performance of spoofing attacks with voice
conversion, speech synthesis and artificial signals, and then
improvements in robustness afforded through the new, LBPbased countermeasure. Only results obtained on the evaluation dataset are reported. Detection error trade-off (DET)
profiles for each of the three attacks are presented in Figure 4. In each of the three plots, the effect of spoofing is
illustrated by the differences between the 1st (baseline) and
3rd (baseline under attack) profiles.
Results are summarised in Table 2 in terms of EER (%,
1st column) and also in terms of FAR (%, 2nd column) for
a fixed FRR of 10%. The baseline system produces a competitive performance of 3% EER. This corresponds to an
FAR of 0.2%. While the i-vector system is more robust than
alternative systems considered in our previous work [28],
all attacks nonetheless provoke significant increases in both
EER and FAR. The most significant increase is observed
for attacks with voice conversion where the EER increases
to 22% and the FAR increases to 55%. We note that speech
3 http://www.cse.oulu.fi/CMV/Downloads/LBPMatlab
4 Only

real speech is used for modeling.

5 http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/

˜cjlin/libsvm/

ASV
Dataset
Baseline
Voice conversion
Speech synthesis
Artificial Signals

ASV + CM

EER

FAR

FAR

3
22
10.4
7.6

0.2
55
11
4.8

–
4.1
0
0

Table 2. ASV performance in terms of EER (%) and FAR (%) for
a fixed FRR of 10% for the baseline system and when subjected to
spoofing.

synthesis and artificial signal attacks are less effective than
voice conversion since they target ASV systems at the feature level rather than at the GMM distribution or component
level.
Results for the new LBP-based countermeasure and each
of the three different classifiers are illustrated in Table 3.
For the one-class SVM classifier, we obtained our best results with a radial kernel basis function, while a linear kernel gave better results for the two-class classifier. As expected, compared to the one-class classifiers, the two-class
classifier offers the best performance for the condition on
which it is optimised (voice conversion). Here the EER is
0%. However, for the two spoofing attacks not seen during
optimisation, performance is poor. Since the binary SVM
classifier is not designed to manage ‘outliers’ it is perhaps
not surprising in this case that EERs increase rather than
decrease. While the one-class classifiers do not perform as
well as the two-class classifier for voice conversion spoofing attacks, EERs of 8% and 5% are only marginally higher
than the baseline EER of 3%. More importantly, the oneclass classifiers are seen to generalise well to synthesised
speech and artificial signals. Here the EERs are all less than
1%.
We see from Table 3 that the best overall performance
is obtained with the one-class SVM classifier. A detection
error trade-off (DET) profile which illustrates the performance of the one-class SVM classifier independently from
ASV is illustrated6 in Figure 3. Here we see EERs of 5%,
0.1% and 0% for voice conversion, speech synthesis and
artificial signals respectively. We note that approximately
0.2% of true tests give very bad scores (flattening effect towards the top left of the profile for voice conversion in Figure 3), which is again expected for such a classifier.
Finally, we consider overall performance when the
spoofing countermeasure is integrated with the ASV system. The effect of the new countermeasure on licit transactions is illustrated in each plot of Figure 4 by the difference between the 1st (baseline) and 2nd (baseline + countermeasure) profiles. The effect on spoofed transactions is
6 TABULA RASA scoretoolkit:
http://publications.
idiap.ch/downloads/reports/2012/Anjos_
Idiap-Com-02-2012.pdf

Figure 3. DET profiles illustrating countermeasure performance
independently from ASV. The profile for artificial signals in not
visible since the EER is 0%.

Classifier
Attack
Voice Conversion
Speech Synthesis
Artificial Signals

1-class
spk-dep
8
1
0

1-class
SVM
5
0.1
0

2-class
SVM
0
56
25

Table 3. Countermeasure performance in terms of EER (%) for the
three different classifiers and three different spoofing attacks.

illustrated by the difference between the 3rd (baseline under
attack) and 4th (baseline + countermeasure under attack)
profiles. Results are summarised in Table 2 which shows
the protection offered through the one-class SVM countermeasure when its operating point is set to its ERR and it is
used to identify spoofed speech prior to ASV. We observe
that FARs drop from 55%, 11% and 4.8% to 4.1% for voice
conversion and 0% for speech synthesis and artificial signals respectively. In all cases the FARs are then much more
comparable to that of the baseline and the new countermeasure thus generalises well to unseen spoofing attacks.

5. Conclusions and future work
In practice, one can expect biometrics systems to be subjected to a wide variety of unpredictable spoofing attacks.
Accordingly, there is a need for generalised spoofing countermeasures with the potential to detect attacks for which
they have not been optimised. This paper addresses this issue to some extent. The new countermeasure based on local
binary patterns is shown to give the best reported results
to date for converted voice spoofing attacks. We also show
the potential of a one-class classification approach which allows for the new countermeasure to be applied successfully

(a) Voice Conversion

(b) Speech Synthesis

(c) Artificial Signals

Figure 4. DET profiles for the baseline i-vector system with and without the proposed countermeasure. The three figures represent system
performance with and without spoofing attacks with voice conversion, speech synthesis and artificial signals. In all cases the countermeasure operating points is set to the ERR (5%).

to the detection of alternative spoofing attacks not seen during development. While the paper thus demonstrates the
potential for generalised countermeasures, we have worked
with such signals for some time. Accordingly we have
nonetheless benefited to a certain extent from our familiarity with the so-called ‘unseen’ attacks . Formal evaluations
with standard corpora, protocols and metrics are therefore
needed to stimulate the research of spoofing countermeasures under properly controlled settings reflective of practical use case scenarios and with genuinely unseen and varying attacks. The development of effective countermeasures
will then be extremely challenging.
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